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Frieza then telepathically orders Yazuac to teleport
everyone back to their world, and as he speaks the
[Celestial Spirit], it stabs the four saiyans (except

Vegeta) in the heart and kills them. Jiren then gloats
that they are now all dead and starts to walk off to find
his friends, only to be suddenly struck in the back by

what appears to be agonizing pains as some dark
lightning of ki comes from the cracked rock and

envelopes him. He falls back, collapsing as he screams
in agony. Vegeta, still alive and unhurt, grabs Jiren and
crushes him under his shoulder, causing the crack to

split open. Goku then appears and the two fighters get
into an energy struggle. Belmod then appears and

saves Goku, noting that the kiai is coming from Goku.
Goku notes this after noticing Frieza and Jiren still not

dead, not showing any effect of the kiai. However,
Belmod warns that the kiai is not entirely- The user then
chooses a password and once it is verified, the user is

prompted to set the server to operate at its full
potential. Upon the successful completion of that

action, the user is given a new set of super powers
including the ability to summon a small swarm of
animated crackers to assist them in battle and the

ability to use only 45% of the user's available health
and mana. In order to activate the ability to summon
animated crackers the user must equip a suit that is
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coded with the Animated Crackers outfit. In order to
increase the animated crackers' powers the player must

equip the Void Void outfit. There are 20 animated
crackers available at the start of the game for various
uses. The user will be able to select from four stats to
increase the effectiveness of the animated crackers:

Attack, Defense, Vitality and Power.
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Aboard "The Lighthouse", Marth learns of the Covenant's plan to
construct a major launch facility on the planet of Reach. In order to

destroy it and end the Covenant's invasion of the planet, Marth
enlists the help of his divine weapon Messiah, which had been fully

restored, in an attempt to kill some of the Covenant leaders. He
informs the rebels of his plan, and informs Cortana of the

Covenant's plan by sending a message through the World Spirit
Mind. Even so, the rebel forces are hopelessly outnumbered.

However, the plan works, and the Covenant leader, Nicholas Rush,
and his forces are killed along with the base commander Coates.

Exhausted, Marth, Cortana, and Kaneki decide to return to the ship.
Marth decides to not just leave New Testament members behind,

as they had died before, but to also bring him a replacement,
Sparx.CRACK FPS Creator X10 V1.11 Mature Patch After the fall of
the Lighthouse, and the arrival of a Covenant planet-bound fleet,
Marth arrives on the planet of Mantle, to find the ruins of Castle

High Castle, which is also the location of the Covenant's new
launch facility. The castle is defended by the Covenant, of which

Kaneki and a few members of the New Testament set forth to
attack the castle and end the Covenant's launch facility project.

Meanwhile, Marth's group sets to destroy the intercontinental cable-
connected devices to the Covenant launch facility, which were

maintained by the Sangheili, and the "Shipherd", which Marth later
destroys once he learns that it was the means of communication of

the Sangheili to their Covenant masters. Finally, Marth and the
New Testament settle in to wait for the Covenant Fleet.
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